Colours of the Wild

Pretty Pair!
Grooming one another with so much care such lovely colours mesmerised we stare!

Rose-ringed Parakeets by P. Sanjai Natraj
A tiger in the plains!
A lovely butterfly out on the prowl for some innocent flowers

Crouching Dragon!
Predators that hunt mosquitoes and help us sleep well at night

Plain Tiger by Harshitha Vengetesh
Dragonfly by B. Mridula
Bejewelled Jezebel!
Tirelessly flitting from flower to flower pollinating and giving us joy

Skipping Skipper!
On a neem tree at Achankulam Lake, the skipper was sleeping ready to go skipping
A new journey!  
No matter the circumstances life always finds a way

Socialising spiders!  
They leave behind signatures everywhere, we just have to look
Home Sweet Home!
The lovely White-breasted Water Hen settled in its nest.
Be Free and Fly!
One can only imagine
the joy of soaring in the sky
like this handsome raptor.

The natural world is full of extraordinary living organisms and not all of these are clearly understood by all of us. The more we understand of nature, the more we fall in love with it.

In this feature we present a few pictures on nature documented/captured by kids (ages 9-13) in the ongoing Nature Photography course run by Mango Education and Zoo Outreach Organization.

If your child is interested in understanding nature through
i) Nature Photography
ii) Wild Detectives online course
iii) Learning expeditions
iv) Nature through mobile and others planned.

Contact: 9952243541